The Neuroendocrine Cancer. Personal Comments and Operational Remarks

Introduction

The neuroendocrine tumors (NET) are a heterogeneous neoplasms that derive from epithelial cells with neuroendocrine differentiation. The natural history and prognosis varies highlighting the importance of identifying accurate prognosis and predictive biomarkers. Nets can result in a wide array of symptoms based upon the various molecules secreted by the tumor (Oberg K 2010).

They differ not only for the site of localization in the digestive tract (foregut, midgut and hindgut), both also relatively to pathological aspects, functional activity and nosographic classification [1]. The latter figure, with its inaccuracies, makes it difficult to recognize the diagnostic and therapeutic appropriate treatment. A contribution to the problems related to this important chapter of the disease can result from the review of some cases come to our observation that due to undefined and unpredictable behavior, as well as for the anatomical sites of onset, emphasize the need for a continuous review of the topic. The decade of life more common for their detection is the IV [4,6].

Materials and Methods

In the period from January 2001 to July 2006 (III Clinical Surgery unit) and from January 2006 to October 2013 (Surgery of the Digestive Tract Unit), UOCS of the University Hospital of Catania has come to our observation 4 patients in the first period and six in the second period. Cases of NEN-GEP we observed allow to highlight how there are elements of clinical differences that make it difficult framing them.

Results: Are summarized personal pathologic and therapeutic results.

Discussion: The interest in the subject stems also from the fact that tumors NEN / GEP, whose detection is now more usual, are malignancies in which it appears increasingly important invasive activity. Despite the huge amount of data acquired, however, several features have yet to be investigated in order to better define the clinical behaviors, develop more precise diagnostic modalities and examine further possibilities for related treatment.

Conclusions: The Authors suggest some recommendations for an appropriate, better treatment of these lesions.

which compares them to the morphology both mitotic index (Ki67), the expression of somatostatin receptors, the age of the patients, make because of the problems that still surround the clinical appearance of these diseases. The finding in the cases we observed and treated to some discrepancies in the clinical behavior of the disease compared to what today is known, leads to underline them in work and suggests that neuroendocrine tumors (NET) are still a class of neoplastic disease, which, in terms of nosography, must always be reconsidered.

was a clinical picture of recurrent renal colic lefts associated with emaciation, weakness and easy fatigability. The uro-CT showed a solid lesion of 7 cm in diameter which distorted the tail of the pancreas and with its lower pole moved the left corner of the transverse and the ipsilateral ureter.

Intervention showed free fluid in the peritoneal cavity (in the absence of positive cytology). It was made a splenodistal pancreatectomy with omentectomy. Microscopic examination: poorly differentiated small cell neuro-endocrine carcinoma. Metastases in 5 of 7 lymph nodes retrieved. Immunohistochemistry: positive vimentin and positive neuron-specific enolase. Negative was instead chromogranin A. Adjuvant chemotherapy. 3y and 5m later peritoneal carcinosis. Exitus.

2. Woman of 56 years with abdominal cramps, with diarrheal discharges (8.10 / day), hot flashes with sweating, hypertensive crisis. Chromogranin serum was high. The 5-hydroxy indole acetic acid in the urine of 24 hours was very high. The octreoscan highlighted a significant accumulation of somatostatin receptors tissue SS-R2, R5 SS-office alleged in the right colon. It was carried out a right hemi-colectomy with ileo-transverse-stoma end-to-side. Repetition octreoscan six months later, would not show any accumulation of radio medicine. The symptoms had disappeared. Today alive and asymptomatic. Disseminated neoplastic neuroendocrine cells?

3. Woman of 30 years with repeated abdominal colic in his right side, accompanied by nausea and vomiting. Appendectomy. Pathologic examination: 10mm well differentiated neuroendocrine neoplasia in the context of an hyperemic and edematous appendix, with leukocytic infiltrate. Alive.

4. 63 years old woman with abdominal colic in spontaneous remission accompanied by bloating and bowel closed feces and gas. CT revealed a formation near the margin ileal, mesenteric side, richly vascularized approximately 3 cm, assessed as likely leiomysarcoma, with retraction of the meso and angle of the loop. Resection of ileal loop with its meso. Pathology: solid mass, near the ileal margin, mesenteric side, with retraction of the meso and loop distortion. Histology: well-differentiated neuroendocrine carcinoma of the ileum with metastasis to 2/5 lymph nodes. Adjuvant chemotherapy. Alive at 4y, 4m. Loss to follow up.

5. Woman 61 years with flushing syndrome (diarrhea, flushing, bronchospasm), and dry hands. CT: multiple liver metastases in all segments. Octreoscan: only hepatic lesions, with no signs of the primary lesion. Biopsy: differentiated neuroendocrine carcinoma. Treatment: long-acting octreotide. Relieves of symptoms, accompanied by the disappearance of many repetitive nodules and by the significant decrease in the volume of those residues. Alive at 6y.

6. Woman of 58 years with peripheral neurological disorders (paresthesia) related to chronic atrophic gastritis type Biermer. A gastroscopy noted 3 mucosal lesions including one retracted in the antrum. EUS revealed thickening of parietal antrum and enlarged celiac lymph nodes. Octreoscan negative. In anticipation of surgical treatment, it was planned and carried out an examination DOTATOC which marked only the three gastric lesions and the lymph node. Nothing else to be identified with the method. Given the Demonstrate only exclusive locoregional involvement, it was performed a total gastrostomy with D2 esophagus-jejunal anastomosis on excluded loop. Pathology: histological confirmation of multiple neuroendocrine well differentiated tumors, N +. It was proposed by the oncologist, according to obvious radical surgery, adjuvant treatment with long-acting somatostatin, without, at least initially, to resort to antiblastic therapy. Alive at 5y 8m.

7. 30 year old man with recurrent poussée pain in the right iliac fossa. Appendectomy. Histology: 6 mm differentiated

Table 1: Clinical cases seen in chronological order and their surgical treatment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) F</td>
<td>54 years slimming, left renal colic, asthenia, vimentina + enolase, chromogranin - Nen of pancreatic tail, distal spleno paresectomy + omentectomy: lymph nodes + (5/7).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) F</td>
<td>56 years abdominal colic, diarrhea, hypertension, chromogranin +; 5-hydroxy indole acetic acid+ Somatostatin tissue receptor +; right emicolectomy, ileum transverse anastomosis. MTS;-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) F</td>
<td>30 years abdominal colic, nausea, vomiting: Urgency Appendectomy; somatostatin tissue receptors -;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) F</td>
<td>63 years, abdominal colic crisis, sub occlusive ileum. Urgency ileal resection. MTS + (2/5 lymph nodes).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) F</td>
<td>63 years flushing syndrome; tissue somatostatin receptors +; multiple hepatic metastasis of unknown origin; long acting somatostatin medical therapy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) M</td>
<td>30 years right hypocondrial abdominal colic, nausea, vomiting. Urgency appendectomy.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
neuroendocrine tumor cells, enterochromaffin type carcinoid.
Parvicular flogistic infiltration. One mouth postoperative
Adjuvant longastatin. Alive and asyntomatic without any
therapy, to day.

8. Young woman of 24 years hospitalized for emergency
abdominal pain, vomiting and obstipation in feces and
gas. Direct abdomen with air-fluid levels. CT described as
thickened intestinal loop by vascular changes. It was found at
laparotomy a by rotation bowel loop volvulus. It was practiced a
resection of the thickened and cyanotic loop with its meso,
reconstituting the intestinal continuity with terminal-side
ileal anastomosis for discrepancy of the anastomotic stumps.
Histology: advanced ischemic suﬀerance, in a framework of
inflammation compatible with Crohn’s disease. Volvulus
was likely been caused by the presence of a nodule of poorly
differentiated neuroendocrine carcino ma of about 3-4 cm
diameter. Absence of lymph node repetitions. Adjuvant
chemotherapy. Multiple hepatic repetition after 5y 2m.
Exitus.

9. 40 year old man with frequent repeated abdominal pain. CT
described a tumor in the right upper quadrant depending
on colon or pancreas. At laparotomy it was found that the
tumor, a 1-2cm shortly peduncolated everted neof ormation,
was located in ascending colonic wall. It was performed a
resection of the colon wall repaired with stapling device.
Histology: 8 mm lump of differentiated neuroendocrine
tumor with negative planting base. Today, alive.

10. 75 year old woman with epigastric subcontinuous nonspeciﬁc
pain. CT emphasized a gastric cancer. Gastro-duodenoscopy
conﬁrmed the lesion, wich at biopsies was a poorly
differentiated adenocarcinoma localized in the antrum. Both
TAC and EUS believed the tumor hardly elivable from the
pancreas, but were not apparent lymphonodal repetitions.
We practiced a total gastrectomy with D2 lymphadenectomy
and reconstruction with esophagus jejunal anastomosis on
excluded loop. Only scarce ﬁbrous adhesions were present
between the posterior wall of the gastric antrum and the
front wall of the pancreas. Pathology: poorly differentiated
adenocarcinoma of the stomach, with minimal (less than 2
mm square) inﬁltration of subserosal N0, M0. At about 3 cm
below the cardia, was identiﬁed a nodule of 1.5 cm in diameter
of neuroendocrine tumor associated to adenocarcinoma. No
adjuvant therapy. No signs of relapse after 5y 8m.

On all cases modest perioperative complications. Absent
perioperative mortality.

Classification

According the 2012 ENets guideline, NENS are classiﬁed on the
basis of their site of localization and diagnosis.

Stomach and duodenum:

NET G1, NET G2 and NEC, according to the extent of the
invasion of the bowel wall and the presence or absence of metastasis.
Diag nostic procedures and therapeutic indications suggested may
der differ according to histological variant identiﬁed by biopsies. For
more severe forms, it is indicated radical surgical therapy (gastric
resection, gastrostomy) with lymphadenectomy.

Colon and rectum

The behavior of these tumors is clinically similar to that of
adenocarcinomas of the colon and rectum. The same applies to the
therapeutic treatment.

Pancreas

These tumors can be divided into functional and non-functional
form. Among the ﬁrst varieties include gastrinomas, insulinomas, and
other various forms of rare incidence. Among the non-functioning
are distinguished forms well diﬀerentiated (NF - NEN) and those
poorly diﬀerentiated (NF - NEC), which are further distinguished by
the mitotic index and the values of Ki67. Still, the undiﬀerenti ated
can be sporadic or inherited. Surgical therapy may want to consider
the removal of the nodules for well-diﬀerentiated forms, as well as
spleno distal pancreatectomy or duodenum cephalic pancreatectomy
for those poorly diﬀerentiated.

Jejuno ileum and appendix

The most common forms are carcinoid tumors, which may be
responsible for an endocrine syndrome mostly in the case of liver
metastases, but rarely even in the absence of the latter. The treatment
type is the bowel resection. For appendicular forms, in the presence
of invasion of meso appendix, it can be indicated right coleytomy.

Liver metastasis

The presence of metastases does not indicate a phase of non-
treatability disease. There is ample space for medical treatments, the
instrumental therapy embolization (TAE), the chemo embolization
(TACE), as well as for the RFA (radiofrequency ablation), for ressective
therapy, especially about nodules residues after drug treatment, and
also for liver transplantation.

General diagnostic and therapeutic

The diagnosis is supported on the determination of serum
markers. Radiological and endoscopic procedures, and the use of radio
nuclides. The therapy can be medical (SSH Analogs, chemotherapy)
or surgical, which cannot be standardized, but it is not diﬀerent from
the surgery of the digestive system.

Discussion

In our experience, there are cases that do not fully obey the note
nosography on endocrine tumors of the digestive system (NEN-
GEP), while other interesting considerations can be indicative for
reconsidering some data. According the Nets classiﬁcation (2012) we
discuss our cases on their localization.

Stomach

Firstly, the gastric NEN Figure 3 (case 6). Of these tumors, are
known three types. A) The variety associated with autoimmune
chronic atrophic gastritis; B) that associated with Zollinger-Ellison
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 syndrome and C) the sporadic one. The first picture is characterized by multiple small lesions, with polypoid appearance; gastrin is high, chromogranin A is high too, the Ki67 is very modest, around 2%. Metastases are present only in about 2-5% of cases at diagnosis. The heterozygosity 11q13 is found in 17-73% of cases. The second picture is associated with Zollinger-Ellison syndrome in the context of a MEN of the first type, consisting of hyperthyroidism, pituitary tumor and pancreatic GEP-NEN (S. of Wermer). Gastrin serum level is high, is elevated the chromogranin A, and is low Ki67, at around 2%. Metastases were found around 35% of cases at diagnosis. The heterozygosity is constant. The third picture is characterized by solitary lesions, larger, ulcerated and infiltrating, poorly differentiated. Ki67 is high, metastases are found in more than 50% of cases at diagnosis. The gastrin serum level is normal. There is an atypical carcinoid syndrome with itching, bronchospasm and cutaneous flushing, by histamine release. Heterozygosity is present in 25-50% of cases. Now, the case occurred to our observation presents undeniable elements of deviations from the officially adopted and followed classification. The case studied, being related to chronic atrophic gastritis type A, have to be classified as belonging to the first type of gastric NEN, and is therefore anomalous that may already presents to an incidental diagnosis with lymph node metastases so evident and so important as to require an intervention of gastrectomy with D2 lymphadenectomy. We obviously refer to a real neuroendocrine carcinoma (NEC). It becomes so unattractive S. Rappel’s claim that 99% of patients with gastric NEN of the first type will survive to the extent of 99% after 5 years. In our experience, the CT / PET DOTATOC allowed, beyond the negativity of octreoscan, a careful assessment of the real extent of disease, since impairment M staging would make not feasible surgery with radical intent. IT is therefore undeniable that it is necessary to assess the true extent of the disease, subjecting patients to the PET / CT DOTATOC because the examination can reveal the extent of regional or distant localization of the original NEN and target the correct therapeutic treatment, avoiding over and under treatment. Case 10 is an example of non-rare associations adenocarcinomas-NEN / GEP. Yet the case lends itself to some considerations, especially since the lesion, not detected in the gastric mucosa, was not identified preoperatively by the endoscopist, probably for the relevance of the main antral stenotic lesion. Now, since the elderly patient, the surgeon could have chosen to practice a distal gastric resection (Billroth II) to treat the adenocarcinoma, and therefore unknowingly leave neuroendocrine residual lesion in the gastric stump, opening the door for medico-legal debates and exposing the patient at the need of a reintervention [7,12,22,24].

Colon

Equally strange is the assessment of the case of NEN with colic localization (case 2), who seemed to have all the trappings of the neuroendocrine carcinoid type tumor, with probably ortho or pararendocrine secretion. Is unusual preoperative positive and postoperative negative octreoscan findings, while histological examination of the resected piece only showed follicular lymphoid hyperplasia of the submucosa at the ileum-caecal valve, with nonspecific chronic inflammation and reactive lymphadenitis? Although the combination of hypertensive crisis during episodes of symptoms could evoke the presence of a NEN supported by pheochromocytoma, disappearing after surgery of clinical phenomenology, accompanied by octreoscan negativity, excludes this hypothesis and still makes the little definable clinical case observed. It is likely that the case is one of those, and are not rare, in which rather than a detectable mono-centric neoplasm, there is a form of not localized, cell disseminated tumor, which accounts for about 20% cases in colorectal NEN, especially at the level of the ciecum [2,7,12,22,24]. This case remain otherwise doubtful. Case 9 (8 mm nen on a specimen with a lesion of 1-2 cm with free planting base) was simply treated by tangential resection of colonic wall. The conservative resection is justified by the size of the tumor as well as the occasional postoperative finding. The case has been closely monitored over time, to date dotatoc is still negative and the patient is alive and asymptomatic (Figure 1).

Pancreas

No abnormalities in the clinical assessment and pathologic aspect of this tumor [3,5,8,23]. Case 1 lesion of 7 cm in diameter which distorted the tail of the pancreas. Poorly differentiated small
cell neuro-endocrine carcinoma. Metastases in 5 of 7 lymph nodes. Negative was instead chromogranin A. This finding calls into question the close relationship between NEN and A chromogranin.

**Ileal**

(Case 8) To underlines the strange association, probably occasional, between NET and Crohn disease. Prevedible, unstead (cases 4, 8), the association with stranglement intestinal occlusion, encountered in both cases [3,7,9,10,21]

**Appendix**

In both cases of our experience was not present an invasion of the meso appendix: case 7, tumor 6 mm differentiated neuroendocrine tumor cells enterochromaffin type carcinoid, follicular infiltration, case 3, tumor 10 mm in the context of an hyperemic and edematous mucosa [21,22,24] (Figure 2).

**Liver metastasis**

In the case of patient with liver metastases (case 5), the use of PET-CT with 68Gallio – at time not useful - would certainly have allowed the identification of the primary site, not highlighted by the TAC and by octreoscan. In fact the spread of repetitive liver injury did not allow other different treatment choices over the longastatin. However, given that the drugs had extensively so reduced the number of injuries to confine them in one or two sectors, the knowledge of the primary site could have to consider a more aggressive treatment option for removal of the primary lesion associated with liver resection surgery [4,13,15].

Finally in our serie are not present cases of localized rectal NEN that alone should give an account for more than half of the cases of colorectal NEN / GEP encountered. Sure the cases observed, a total of 10 including 2 in the colon, are not many, but certainly when you consider the overall incidence of NEN are not even a few, and it is strange that it had found in our cases not even a case of localized rectal NEN. Perhaps this data should be reconsidered, because the observed prevalence of rectal lesions is, in the review of the 2003 of I.M. Modlin et al. [2,3], relative to U.S.A. patients, referred to colored people or of asian origin. The experience, therefore, to find more cases of NEN in the stomach and in the colon may be in agreement with the consideration of the higher turn-over of cells of the gastric and colonic mucosa, compared to other sections of the digestive system, such as the rectum. To remember that the neuroendocrine appendicular neoplasms are not considered invasive even when close to the muscularis propria (as well as adenocarcinomas, for the absence of lymphatic vessels in the intestinal mucosa, are indicated by the pathologist as dysplasias when not reach the submucosa).

**Conclusion**

Cases of NEN-GEP we observed allow to highlight how there are elements of clinical differences that make it difficult framing them. The neuro-endocrine repetitive tumors of the liver (patient case 5) remained the only injury displayed by diagnostic imaging and by octreoscan, which, not allowing you to identify the primary site of NEN neoplasm, has in part influenced treatment decisions for the sole use of somatostatin analogues, limiting the possibilities of surgical options. Even the case (case 6), revealed, despite the occasional diagnosis, that the patient was already in a state of disease boundless from the stomach to the regional nodal level, although the case-like disease in relation to chronic atrophic gastritis type Biemer, should only rarely involve the lymph nodes or distant organs. The case, however, has shown that the exact definition (regional nodes) of the stage of disease, CT / PET DOTATOC, allowed to adopt a therapeutic approach suitable to the local-regional control of neoplastic disease (D2 gastrectomy), leaving or creating space for more other therapeutic lines, if necessary. Completely abnormal then the clinical and scintigraphic findings of case 2, in which the octreoscan showed an accumulation of the radionuclide at the site of the alleged right colon, with the disappearance of the clinical and scintigraphic data after surgery, but with a simple istopathological follicular hyperplasia at the ileo-cical valve in the piece removed. Not then had histological confirmation of NEN, yet probably present in disseminated multicellular form. Even the case 10 reminds us not rare association of NEN / GEP with typical digestive adenocarcinomas and the importance of its detection to prevent that a resection aimed at removing the most obvious pathology, can however leave in situ other disease with a variable degree of malignancy. Without saying finally the strange absence of rectal localization of NEN / GEP in while not large series, when these locations should constitute about half of the cases of colorectal NEN encountered. Certainly this chapter of pathology, so varied and so complex, no doubt needs further study. The interest in the subject stems also from the fact that tumors NEN / GEP, whose detection is now more usual, are malignancies in which it appears increasingly important invasive activity. Despite the huge amount of data acquired, therefore, several features have yet to be investigated in order to better define the clinical behaviors, develop more precise diagnostic modalities and examine further possibilities for related treatment. Would certainly be appropriate to adopt a cancer registry specifically dedicated to reaching a more documented nosography. In light of the data most recently acquired and the results of our experiences, we should suggest some recommendations: 1) be aware of the true incidence of these neoplasms and their increasingly common finding; 2) use in diagnostic and staging methods CT / PET scintigraphic 68Ga; 3) pay great attention to the existence of associated forms of neuroendocrine tumors with malignant epithelial neoplasms of the digestive system; 4) take into account the possibility of scattered multicellular forms, not one nodular; 5) justify recourse to a radical surgery with strong potential malignancy of these tumors.
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